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The Good Ancestor by Roman Krznaric is
one of the most exhiliarating books I've
read in a long time. It offers a profound
analysis of our current social and ecological
crisis, while remaining eminently accessible
and entertaining to read. Krznaric
convincingly argues that humans are
possessed of what he calls a 'marshmallow
brain,' committed to short-term thinking/
short-term gratification, and an 'acorn
brain' which is capable oflong-term
planning within a time frame of 100
years or more.
The book is divided into three parts.
The first analyzes the factors driving
"short-termism" and what its antidotes are.
The second goes into a number of ways
to "think long." The third elaborates on
specific practices being advocated by what
he calls more visionary "time rebels." He
groups these under the headings 'Deep
Democracy,' 'Ecological Civilization,' and
'Cultural Evolution.'
In the first section, Krznaric cites many
examples of the marshmallow brain. The
six drivers of what he calls "short-termism"
are: (1) the acceleration of time since the
Middle Ages, which has also shifted from
circular time to linear; (2) the distractions
we experience at the hands of our digital technology; (3) the limitations of the
four-year election cycle; (4) the fact that
most corporations are mainly interested in
appeasing the greed of their shareholders;
(5) a future characterized by enormous
uncertainty (as has been demonstrated by
the COVID-19 pandemic), and; (6) the
commitment of capitalism to unending
growth regardless of costs. All of these
factors are 'colonizing the future' - mortgaging the interests of future generations
for the needs and wants of the present,
Pulling in the opposite direction is
what he calls "deep-time humility'' where
humans acknowledge our ultimate insignificance in the vast eons of time. On the
acorn thinking side he gives the example
of the Ulm Minster church in today's
Germany that bears a foundation stone
from 1377, bur wasn't completed until
1890. A more recent, but less dramatic,
example is Antoni Gaudi's Sagrada Familia
in Barcelona, begun in 1882, and likely to
be completed in 2026. While he provides
examples of the acorn brain, he notes that
as a species we are not consistently good
at using it.

What does this all have to do with
land use planning? While Krznaric doesn't
say much in this regard, he does cite two
examples. In Japan, the Future Design
movement has begun changing the way
people design cities:
One group of participants cakes the
position of current residents, and
the other imagines themselves to
be 'future residents' from the year
2060, even wearing special ceremonial robes .... Multiple studies
have shown that the future residents
devise far more radical and progressive city plans.
The other example he cites is the 100year Sustainability Vision of the City of
North Vancouver which won an international award in 2009.
In daily practice we see some cities
embracing 'acorn' planning approaches.
Portland, Oregon and Oakland, California
adopted climate justice programs, while
the City of Seattle has adopted a forward-looking Equity policy which it is
vigorously putting into practice. Portland,
Amsterdam, and even my hometown of
Nanaimo have all adopted Kate Haworth's
"Doughnut Economics" framework.
Haworth's model explicitly acknowledges
ecological limits, the need for humans to
live within chem, while at the same time
ensuring chat economic activity advances
social equity and addresses the needs of the
most vulnerable.
Krznaric cites the code of conduct for
the UK's Institution of Civil Engineers
which states chat "all members should
have full regard for the public interest
particularly in relation to matters of
health and safety, and in relation to the
wellbeing of future generations." While
the Canadian Institute of Planner's Code
of Professional Conduct contains many
admirable statements, consideration of the
needs of future generations - and other
species and ecosystems in the future - is
not one of chem. Maybe it's time chat chat
we embrace Krzniric's acorn brain and
incorporate planning for next generations
into daily practice.
Don Alexander teaches Community
Planning and Geography at Vancouver
Island University and has written
extensively on planning issues. He is
indebted to his students for an ongoing
dialogue on new ideas and practices.

